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Introduction
My History…. Who am I??
The year was 1997. I was only 24 yrs old and I just
got out of a really difficult two year relationship and was
seriously DEPRESSED. I LOVED the relationship and all
the affection. I was so used to having a girlfriend, and
being with someone on weekends.
Now, that was all gone and I had no idea what I was
going to do. I tried to spend time with family and friends
but I just couldn’t stop thinking about her. Clearly, I was
addicted to the feeling of being with someone.
You see, she broke up with ME. That was the way it
always happened. I had been in several relationships
before and it was always HER who broke it off with ME.
I considered myself a nice guy and thought I did
everything right but things just didn’t work out. There
were good times and bad times but I consider it, like all
relationships, to be a learning experience.
I was just about to graduate from college with an
engineering major, which means there were NO women in
my classes. All the women were either ten years older
than me, married, unattractive or all of the above.
Now, I’m going to be honest… I was NOT a social
person… I was VERY SHY and, not exactly the kind of guy
to approach a beautiful woman and ask her out.
When I was in High School, I hung out with a group of
friends who were all TERRIBLE with women. I was so shy
that I NEVER once had a SERIOUS girlfriend EVER. All
my “relationships” were very short… you know, the two
week variety.
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Every time a woman would show interest in me, I
would run in the other direction. My friends would be
literally pushing me towards women and I would resist
with everything I had. I didn’t like going to bars and
clubs because I can’t stand loud environments with
everyone screaming and yelling.
So, now I was without a girlfriend and I didn’t know
what to do about it. I was living with my college
roommate at the time and he was always spending time
with his girlfriend, which made things even more difficult.
Well, I started spending more and more time on the
computer. I played lots of video games, especially
Quake, my favorite. So, when I wasn’t playing games I
was surfing the internet. Yes, I saw some adult sites, but
I also saw a few online dating sites.
I remember the day I found a site called Matchmaker.
I looked through the profiles and remember seeing lots of
attractive women. In order to communicate with them,
all I had to do was sign up, fill out a profile and I’m good
to go!! How could it be this easy??
So, I signed up and started responding to profiles. I
only responded to women who I thought were my type. I
always liked women with DARK features and an outgoing
personality.
Well, I would soon learn a tough lesson about internet
dating. All the emails I sent out were ignored. I
continued to send more emails out to even HOTTER
women and, once again, I was treated like I didn’t exist.
As for my profile, well it just wasn’t doing the job. I
got NO responses from attractive women. I thought it
was a good profile but looking back now, I have to laugh
at it. I really didn’t know what I was doing.
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I knew something had to change.
I spent the next few weeks really analyzing female
profiles trying to find something I could use to attract
them. I browsed through Matchmaker and I noticed
something interesting.
One of the profile questions asked, “What do you
think is SEXY about a guy?” As I read through the
answers, I kept expecting to see something like;
His Face…
His Chest…
His Butt...
You know… something to do with physical features.
Well, to my surprise, there were two answers to this
question that prevailed among all the profiles;

1)

Confidence
And

2)

Sense of Humor

How could this be??
So, confidence and a sense of humor are sexy to
women!! I can think of a few things I find sexy about
women and these two don’t even make the top five!
Well, this is when a very BIG light bulb went on in my
head. If I can find a way to convey my confidence and
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MY sense of humor in my profiles and emails, I just might
get better results.
So, that’s what I did. I tweaked my emails and
profiles to show more of my confidence and humor and
started sending out messages again.
My results improved dramatically! I also realized that
women were really responding to mystery and ambiguity.
That made sense because I’ve always known that women
can’t resist a good mystery.
So, I sent out more emails.
Shortly after, a woman named Linda responded.
She was an incredibly attractive, half-Asian girl with
quite a naughty side. We ended up exchanging several
long emails and finally I asked her out. I remember her
responding saying, “I thought you would never ask!”
So, we met up at a restaurant, had dinner, and to
make a long story short, I ended up spending the night at
her house. The relationship only lasted a few months but
I couldn’t believe I was able to meet a woman so easily
from the internet.
Now, I was on a mission. I was going to figure out
internet dating and become a MASTER at it NO MATTER
WHAT!
It took a lot of patience and will power but fast
forward ten years later, and I can honestly say I’ve
become quite a MASTER at internet dating. It’s not easy
to do at first and it’s important to develop a system but
once you do, you’ll be meeting women whenever you
want….HOT women!!
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So, it’s time for me to share with you what I’ve
learned in ten years of internet dating. I want to tell you
ALL of it and I’m not holding anything back!! I want you
to MASTER Internet Dating!!
This book is divided into several chapters, each taking
you through all the steps from writing a profile to meeting
a woman live and in person. There’s tons of great stuff
and after reading it, I guarantee you’ll be meeting a LOT
more women then you are now.
I’ve decided to make this book light on theory and
heavy on examples because, in my opinion, that is the
best way to learn. One of the things in this book you
won’t see are stories about evolution and why the “Alpha
Male” is the dominant one in the group.
What you WILL see are several great examples of
emails I’ve sent as well as profiles I’ve used to land me A
LOT of dates with beautiful women.
One thing I want to make clear is I’m not about trying
to attract and sleep with low quality women. I’m also
definitely not about tricking, manipulating or hypnotizing
women. I’ve come to the point in my life where it’s all
about meeting, mature, beautiful, high quality women.
Everything I wrote in this book is designed to get TOP
caliber women!
So take this book and use it as a guide. Come back
to it often and reread the parts that you really need to
learn. It’s very easy to get the skills down and once you
do, your dating life will never be the same again!
OK, now let’s turn you into an Internet Dating
Master!!!
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Chapter 1: Your Mindset
Topic 1: The Right Mindset for Internet dating.
So, what state of mind do you have to be in when you
start Internet Dating?
Let’s start out by remembering what it was like to go
through a tough time in your life.
Well, if you are like me and you’ve been through a
bad breakup, you know that it’s tough to get back into
the dating scene. I want you to remember what it was
like when you felt vulnerable. What was going through
your mind? What were you thinking? And most
importantly, what were some of your behaviors? How
were you coming off to people?
Got it?
Good!
I’m going to guess you were depressed and very
down. That made you less passionate about life. You
were not focused on your mission or you did not have
anything to be passionate about... You didn’t feel ALIVE!
So what happened when you tried to date women in
this state of mind? Right, it didn’t work out so well.
Now, what I’m about to tell you is extremely
important so pay attention!!
It is absolutely critical that you have your life together
when you start dating. You should have your emotions
under control and be working towards your mission in
life. Why is this important??
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Because, a man on a mission with goals, aspirations,
and ambition is extremely attractive to the opposite sex.
Having your life together and pursuing your mission will
make you busy, passionate and more alive. You will feel
better about yourself and people WILL notice that!
So, before you go online and write that profile, ask
yourself a few questions:
1) Am I Happy?
2) Am I passionate about life?
3) Am I currently going after my mission in life?
4) Am I still hung up on another woman?
5) Am I feeling confident about myself?
6) Do I really believe in myself? Do I absolutely
believe that I deserve a REALLY attractive woman?
7) Do I have any negative beliefs about myself?
8) Do I give off a really positive vibe when I’m around
other people?
9) Do I love myself?
Do I REALLY know who I am??
Write down your answers to these questions and
study them, as they will be important later on.
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Topic 2: Your Lifestyle… “You are a busy guy”
Now, let’s talk about developing a quality lifestyle.
What are some of your hobbies right now? What do you
do on your days off? How far along in your career are
you? These are all important questions!
Why?
Because as I mentioned earlier, a guy with a busy life
who has ambition and goals is very attractive to women.
Think about how you would behave if you were SUPER
busy and had a lot going on in your life. How would that
affect your dating life and how you communicate with
women? Picture yourself working long days, maybe 10 to
12 hour days. You are exhausted when you get home.
You stumble into your chair and turn on your computer.
You see some attractive women and think,
“Man, I don’t have the time to email all these women.
I’m just going to send out a few QUICK emails and then
crash on the couch.”
So, you fire off some emails, speaking from the heart
without an ounce of self-consciousness. You spend
maybe five minutes doing this and then shut off the
computer. What would you write? What would you
convey by doing this?
That’s RIGHT! You’d be telling a woman something
along these lines:
“Listen, I’m real busy and I’m focused on some really
important things right now, but I thought I’d take a
minute to give you some of my time. I don’t care if you
are interested or not because I don’t know you and you
don’t know me. It’s no big deal… I could take it or leave
it.”
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Now, THAT is how you are going to approach Internet
Dating. Don’t ever forget this mindset. That’s where you
want to be when writing profiles, emails, meeting in
person… EVERYTHING!!
OK, you’ve got the right mindset going, so now let’s
focus on the TWO things women find most attractive
about men.

Topic 3: Your Confidence and YOUR Sense of Humor!
There are a lot of products out there that teach men
how to attract women. I studied just about ALL of them.
One thing I learned is that everything about a man that
attracts women can be narrowed down to his confidence
and his sense of humor.
A man with confidence is attractive. It shows he is
strong, healthy and able to protect a woman. A man with
a great sense of humor is attractive because it shows not
only that he’s healthy, but he’s also smart, witty, and has
a good personality. It also gives him a spark and ignites
emotion inside a woman.
So, these are the two things you must convey while
internet dating.
Take a minute now and write down all the things
about yourself that demonstrate your strength and
confidence. Are you independent? Do you know how to
handle yourself when things get tough? Are you in a
supervisory role at your job? These are all good
examples.
Next, you need to write down what you find funny. In
other words, what is YOUR sense of humor? What kind of
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TV shows, jokes, stories, comedians really make you
laugh. Do you like dry humor, sarcasm, dumb humor?
Make sure you write that down so you have an idea of
who you really are.
So, now that you are in the right state of mind, let’s
take a look at some Internet Dating Sites.

Key Points to Remember From Chapter 1



Your mindset after a BAD breakup and how
that affects your behavior



How having your head screwed up would
affect your dating life



What does it mean to be a “busy guy”?



A “busy guy” is attractive to women
because it shows he is on his mission in life



Always be in a positive state of mind while
dating women



Confidence and sense of humor are what
women find most attractive



How are YOU confident?



What is YOUR sense of humor?
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Chapter 2: Internet Dating Sites
Topic 1: Which sites should you use?
Now, there are about as many online dating sites out
there as there are women in any given city. So, with all
those sites to choose from, where do you start?
Well, I believe in making things VERY simple and that
means you only stick to the most popular dating sites
with the most active members. There’s no point in
posting a profile on 20 different sites when you won’t
have the time to put any effort into your emails and
profiles.
So, which sites?
Here is a list of the more popular paid sites…
Want to learn which sites are the best, and which ones
you absolutely MUST Avoid? Find out by clicking the link
below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 3: Lets Set Up Your Profile
Topic 1: Writing an Online Profile
I remember back when I wrote my first online dating
profile. It was a little over ten years ago and it was a
STRUGGLE to say the least. I remember putting it off
and even dreading it.
I sat down in front of my computer trying to find the
best words I could use to describe myself. I even tried to
imagine what a very HOT woman would want to see when
she browsed my profile. Well, this kind of thinking led to
disaster!
Let’s take a look at my very first pitiful attempt at
writing a profile all those years ago:
Headline: Nice guy here!! (Ouch! We’re already off to
a BAD start.)
Body: “Hello, and thanks for reading my profile. Gosh,
it’s always hard to write something about myself. Well,
here goes. Anyway, I’m just a simple guy. I like going
out to restaurants and hanging out with friends. It’s so
hard for me to date in this area so I thought I would try
online dating.
I’m looking for a nice woman who wants to go out and
have a nice time. So, if you like what you see in my
profile then drop me a line.”
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There you have it! This was my painful first profile.
Just in case you think this might be a good profile, let me
explain why it’s not something you should ever use on
any dating site!
First, I start off with a very unoriginal and cliché
headline. (Oh, I forgot to mention that the screen name I
used was “Real Mr. Right.”)
Ouch!
Anyway, I start off my profile with very passive
language almost apologizing for being on a dating site
and wasting some woman’s time. I then go on to say
how I’m a “simple guy” and I like to “hang out with
friends.” WOW, now that’s going to get a woman
responding to a man every time!!
(You just caught a glimpse of MY sense of humor.)
I then explain how hard it is for me to meet women,
(deadly mistake.) I talk about the kind of woman I want
to meet, continuing to bore the reader to death… then I
conclude my ad by telling her that IF she approves of me
then she should write back.
Now, what am I conveying about myself in this
profile? Basically, I’m telling a woman:
“I’m a really unconfident guy and I’m sorry for taking
some of your time. Would you consider going out with
me because no other women will give me the time of
day? Thank you and I’m sorry again for wasting your
time.”
OUCH!! YUCK!!
That is what every attractive woman who reads that
profile is going to think of me. You never want to be
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passive in your profile and you want to convey
CONFIDENCE with a dash of humor mixed in. I did not do
any of those things. So, now let’s get on to how we are
supposed to write an AWESOME profile!
Want to read the rest?? Just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 4: Sample Profiles
Now, as promised, here they are… some of my finest
work from the past ten years. I’m going to show you two
profiles I used to meet an infinite amount of beautiful
women. I’ll also show you all the steps required to fill out
a typical (Top Secret Dating Site) profile, which is the
main site you should be using.
Now, on to the profiles…
Want to continue reading?? Just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 4: Writing Emails that Get
Responses.
Topic 1: First Emails
So, you have an engaging profile all set up on
(Number) dating sites of your choice. You have a great
headline and you wrote up a compelling profile using the
(Secret) formula!
So, now let’s go over how to craft a first email.
Want to continue reading?? Just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 2: 2nd Emails
OK, so we fired off a first email and by doing that we
got her attention. Now she responds back to you. So,
what do you do now?
To find out how to write second emails, and see an
AWESOME example of a REAL exchange between me and
a HOT woman from Match.com; (I also show you how
easily I got her number), Just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Now let’s move onto the final stage of email
correspondence; getting the number.

Topic 3: Final Email, Getting the Number
Now, we have built plenty of trust by exchanging a
few emails with our woman of choice. Once you feel as if
enough rapport has been established, it’s time to get her
phone number. That is, after all, the point of this whole
thing. We need to get her number and then set up a live
meeting.
To find out how I easily get phone numbers from women
online, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 4: Timing of Emails
So, just how long do you have to wait between
emails? Well, what I’ve found is that there are too many
guys out there getting caught up in email timing. Should
I wait three days, five days, etc? Remember, the whole
point of online dating is to meet a woman live and in
person AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
So, here’s a good rule of thumb…
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To continue reading, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Chapter 5: How to Handle Responses to
Your Profile.
Topic 1: How to Respond to Her Emails
Back in Chapter three, we posted a great online
profile. Now, it’s no surprise that you’re going to get a lot
of responses to it.
After experimenting with online dating for over ten
years, I started to see a pattern in the way women
respond to profiles.
First…
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To continue reading, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 2: Responding to Winks
A lot of online dating sites have a feature where
women can send free short messages. Match.com has
“winks”, other sites have “shout outs” and so on. These
can be used to your advantage and if you use my
strategies for writing a profile, you’ll undoubtedly get a
ton of winks. I get them ALL the time.
So, if an attractive woman sends me a wink, this is
how I respond. Its fun and you’ll love it…
To continue reading, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 6: Let’s set up a Meet
Topic 1: The Phone Conversation
So, here we are at the ever so crucial phone call.
We’ve done a good job building plenty of interest in our
emails and we have her number. So, now it’s time to
give her a call.
There are certain times of the day that are best for
calling her. These include…
To continue reading and to see my TOP SECRET “Phone
Conversation Template”, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 2: Where to go?
So you agreed on a venue and you’re all set to get
together in person for the first time. You are NOT
nervous right? There’s no need to be, you’re used to
meeting attractive women. It’s NO BIG DEAL!
Now, I’ve found that by far the best venues for a first
meeting are…
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To continue reading and to find out who should “pick up
the check”, just click the link below… (Oh, and I’ll also
reveal the perfect time to go for that elusive first kiss.
Mess this one up and you’re HOSED!)
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 7: The First Date and Beyond
Topic 1: You’ve finished the First Meet, Now What?
So, you met a great woman from the internet. You
two had a rockin time and now you’re thinking you’d like
to see her again.
Well, if you followed my advice on how to set up the
meet as well as how to handle yourself, then she’s
probably VERY interested in seeing you again as well. So
what do you do?
Now, this is important. Let me say it again; this part
is VERY IMPORTANT…
To continue reading and to find out when to call her after
a first meet, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 2: Setting up the Next Meet
So, you’ve gone through the required waiting period
and now it’s time to set up another meet.
Well, all you have to do is…
To continue reading and to find out when to set up a
second date, just click the link below…
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Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 3: Angry Emails
Now, this topic deserves its own section because it’s
very important. How many times have YOU sent angry
emails to women because you feel they rejected you?
I’m raising my hand right now!
If you only apply one concept in this book let it be this
one…
To continue reading, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 8: My Take on Compatibility
Topic 1: What is YOUR personality type?
Ah, personality types! My favorite subject in the
world! All of us were not born the same.
Everyone was born with a distinct personality type,
which influences how he or she communicates to the
world.
There are several different ways to classify personality
types but I’m only going to mention a few in this chapter.
I like to keep things simple and there are a couple things
you need to know about this…
To continue reading, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

Topic 2: Finding Your Type Online
To find out how to “read” personality types online, just
click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 9: Internet Dating Scams
Topic 1: Types of Internet Dating Scams
Well, when you have been involved with online dating
for as long as I have, you’re going to see all kinds of
things. And unfortunately, online dating scams are
something I’ve seen way too many times.
I don’t know about you but I HATE scammers! I can’t
stand anyone who tries to scam people and I especially
dislike those who try and scam men on internet dating
sites.
With the number of men on internet dating sites
growing every day, it’s no wonder that someone out there
is going to try and take advantage of the vulnerable.
Now the most common internet dating scams usually
involve…
To find out how to avoid Online Dating Scams, just click
the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Chapter 10: My Views on Relationships
Topic 1: Long Term Relationships vs. Casual Ones
During my many years of internet dating, I’ve seen
lots of different types of women. Some are better for
longer term relationships and some are short term girls.
This mostly has to do with a woman’s character and
maturity. Everyone is at a different place in his or her life
at any given time and this really has a big effect on how a
relationship is going to unfold.
To read all about my views on Relationships, just click the
link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!
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Conclusion
Well, we’ve reached the end of our journey. I hope
you’ve enjoyed it as much as me. When I started online
dating over ten years ago, I never would have thought in
a million years that I would write a book about it.
It was so difficult to meet women online when I first
started out. I thought it was IMPOSSIBLE!
Now, it’s become so easy that I don’t even have to
think about it. It’s just a matter of learning the skills and
anyone can learn them. I honestly believe that every
guy can become successful at internet dating. You just
really have to practice and apply yourself.
I want to leave you now with an action plan to get you
going…
To continue reading, just click the link below…
Click Here To Order Internet Dating Mastery!

So, there you go. Put this plan into action right
now!!! And don’t forget to write me and tell me how
things are going. I want to hear all the juicy details!
Write to me at:
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Christophe@internetdatingtipsformen.com
Good luck and I truly wish you the best!
To your Internet Dating Success,
Christophe
Ok, so I hope you enjoyed this FREE Preview of my
ebook, “Internet Dating Mastery.”
To order this book, just go to my website at:
http://www.internetdatingtipsformen.com
Not only will you find TONS of free tips and advice for
helping you meet women online, but you can also check
out my blog which I try to update as often as possible.
I also want to tell you about my new ebook titled:
“101 Eye Catching, Email Subject Lines For
Online Dating.”
In it, I reveal my very BEST Online Dating email
subject lines which get my emails read EVERY TIME! You
know as well as I do that nothing SUCKS more than being
ignored by women online. With this list of subject lines,
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that will NEVER happen again! Go here to read more
about it:
http://www.internetdatingtipsformen.com/101emailsu
bjectlines
Once again, thanks for reading and I’ll talk to you
soon!!
Christophe
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